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ABSTRACT
The prevailing network security measures are often implemented on proprietary appliances that are deployed at fixed network locations with constant capacity. Such a rigid deployment is sometimes necessary, but undermines the flexibility of security services in meeting the demands of emerging applications, such as augmented/virtual reality, autonomous driving, and 5G for industry 4.0, which are provoked by the evolution of connected and smart devices, their heterogeneity, and integration with cloud and edge computing infrastructures.

To loosen these rigid security deployments, in this paper, we propose a data-centric SECurity-as-a-Service (SECaaS) framework for elastic deployment and provisioning of security services at the Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) infrastructure. In particular, we discuss three security services that are suitable for edge deployment: (i) an intrusion detection and prevention system (IDPS), (ii) an access control enforcement system (ACE), and (iii) a communication anonymization service (CA). We benchmark the common security microservices along with the design and implementation of a proof of concept communication anonymization application.
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connectivity), serving a diverse set of tenants (e.g., smart houses, Industrial IoT, and data publishers). Considering the rigidity and inefficiency of the existing monolithic security measures for edge deployment [5], we envision a microservice architecture for our proposed SECaaS framework that can be devised by chaining primitive cryptographic microservices (e.g., hashing and symmetric ciphers) to promote agile and flexible service orchestration.

In designing SECaaS, we employ a data-centric substrate, which inherently supports the distributed nature of edge computing by decoupling data from locations [6]. Such a data-centric paradigm also fosters in-network processing by providing applications’ semantics to the network layer (enabling informed traffic processing by the network entities) and satisfies the data-centric security demand of our SECaaS framework, in which data is expected to be secured rather than the communication channels. In particular, we use the Named-Data Networking (NDN) [7] architecture, an emerging Information-Centric Networking (ICN) realization, to support the edge computing constraints. NDN uses unique content naming, name-based routing, and built-in security solutions, such as data integrity and provenance as well as producer’s trust assessment via digital signatures. We argue that adopting NDN’s principles in our edge-based SECaaS framework leads to economic advantages for the stakeholders, tenants, and service providers by reducing the downlink bandwidth via pervasive caching.

Migrating the security measures to the edge, closer to attacks’ sources, is a compelling solution in dealing with the evolving attack surface. Such an edge-based security model requires an innovative service design to fully embrace the distributed nature of edge computing and a data-centric networking model to promote in-network processing. We believe the fusion between two emerging technologies, such as microservice architecture and NDN can facilitate the development, deployment, and orchestration of security services at the multi-access edge infrastructure.

In the rest of the paper, we review preliminary definitions in Section 2 and discuss the TCP/IP limitations and NDN’s benefits for our SECaaS framework in Section 3. Section 4 includes our envisioned principles for the deployment of security services at the edge. We then detail our edge-centric SECaaS design in Section 5 and perform a proof of concept evaluation in Section 6. In Section 7, we draw our conclusion along with the scope of the future work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Named-data Networking Overview: Different from the contemporary networks, which use IP addresses to identify the servers that host the data, the novel Named-Data Networking (NDN) architecture [7] allows data retrieval through unique data naming, data caching, and name-based routing. Each NDN router is equipped with a Content Store (CS), a Pending Interest Table (PIT), and a Forwarding Information Base (FIB). The CS, analogous to the buffer memory in IP routers, is the temporary data cache. The FIB plays a similar role to the IP routers’ forwarding tables and similarly will be populated via a routing algorithm. PIT is unique to NDN, which keeps track of on-flight requests and allows request aggregation via stateful forwarding plane.

For retrieving a data chunk, the requester sends a request (Interest) to the network by including the data name. Requesting data by name allows the intermediate routers (middleboxes) to perform a CS lookup on the requested data name. On a failed CS lookup, the router performs a PIT lookup to check whether there is an existing entry for the requested data. A successful PIT lookup causes the router to drop the request and add the incoming interface to the existing PIT entry—request aggregation. On a failed PIT lookup, the router creates a new PIT entry and forwards the request, by consulting with the FIB, towards the data source(s). The data takes the request’s reverse path to the requester—stateful forwarding—whether it is satisfied by an intermediate router or the source. Other distinctive NDN features are the strategy layer, which allows multiple simultaneous packet forwarding, and its built-in security, including data integrity, provenance, and producer’s trust assessment.

Related Work: The state-of-the-art in NDN edge computing focuses on the networking aspects, including task offloading [8, 9], resource discovery [6], and dynamic code execution using lightweight VMs [10]. Recent initiatives used virtualization techniques to implement NDN’s forwarding logic as a collection of virtualized functions or microservices [11, 12] for the progressive deployment of NDN islands [13], and a virtualized ICN-based wireless network to tackle resource allocation and caching problems [14]. However, these approaches have neglected to fully utilize NDN’s potential in building a secure and resilience MEC.

In the IP domain, the need for modeling, evaluation, and analyses of the security services resulted in conceptual models for support and integration of security service in the cloud [15]. These efforts led to the exploration of a cooperative security service chaining model in multi-domain environments, in which administrative domains negotiate the service duration and resource dedication for a “best-effort” cooperation [16]. In the industry domain, Netflix is one of the pioneers of transforming its monolithic application to a microservice architecture hosted on Amazon Cloud [17]. However, the limitations of the distant cloud have motivated the edge-based deployment of virtualized security services [18]. Given the nascency of edge-centric SECaaS, deeper exploration is needed to shed light on different concerns including interoperability, scalability, and economic aspects of this design.

3 HOST-CENTRIC VERSUS DATA-CENTRIC SUBSTRATE

In this section, we compare the host-centric and data-centric networking paradigms as the SECaaS communication substrate.

3.1 TCP/IP Network for Edge-centric SECaaS

In today’s host-centric TCP/IP network, service providers deploy security services in-house or at distant clouds (e.g., provider-based user authentication and authorization and cloud-based DDoS mitigation solutions). These approaches cannot compete with the evolving attack vector, which is growing with the infusion of devices at the edge (e.g., Internet of Things, edge computing, and autonomous driving) and the increasing hardware and software vulnerabilities. Deployment of security services at the network edge can be a more effective countermeasure [2, 18], in which traffic monitoring and filtering happen before the traffic enters the core network.

Providing security services at the edge of TCP/IP networks requires interactions between the edge servers and content providers.
for a comprehensive end-to-end service–authentication at the edge and data access at the provider. Such interactions introduce communication overhead and potential path stretch, especially when the edge servers are not on the path between the users to providers. Furthermore, mobile users moving to other domains need to discover available edge servers, establish new sessions, and resume their services, which degrade users’ Quality-of-Experience (QoE) due to higher power consumption and latency.

3.2 NDN for Edge-centric SECaaS

NDN’s content naming, pervasive caching, and built-in security eliminate the end-to-end connectivity requirement of TCP/IP networks, promoting trustworthy content retrieval from the network’s entities (the provider signs all content). With the network caching the popular content and the edge infrastructure providing security services, users experience low latency communication with high service/data availability (higher users’ QoE). Content caching also reduces the uplink and downlink traffic to the core network, contributing to lower bandwidth utilization and ISP’s transit costs.

In contrast to TCP/IP networks, NDN’s native mobility support simplifies the discovery of new edge servers and the service re-establishment of mobile users moving to new edge domains (each edge domain is an instance of a stakeholder’s infrastructure in an ISP). Such benefits are even more significant in highly mobile scenarios like vehicular networks, in which users continuously move across edge domains. NDN, by design, augments the network layer with the applications’ semantics through content naming. It helps the network to forward the users’ requests to the corresponding MEC server, for service execution, based on their names. Moreover, the network entities can make dynamic forwarding decisions with high granularity, which promotes preferential treatment of traffic flows. For instance, routers can decide whether to unicast or multicast the request to the edge server or the provider.

4 SECURITY SERVICES

In general, the majority of the security mechanisms, from the cryptographic primitives such as symmetric cryptosystem to more complex systems like intrusion detection and prevention system are viable to be deployed at MEC. However, we consider those services, which: (i) their edge deployment prevents malicious traffic from entering the core network, (ii) serve a wide range of tenants, and (iii) do not require end-to-end encryption or violate tenants’ privacy. Thus, we select three security services, namely Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (IDPS), Access Control enforcement (ACE), and Communication Anonymization (CA) due to their critical role in preventing and mitigating recent DDoS attacks. In what follows, we review these security services in the context of the NDN edge.

Intrusion Detection & Prevention System (IDPS). The evolving cyber attacks motivated the development of the Next-Generation Firewalls (NGFWs) and Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS), which are designed to persistently monitor the network and bypassing traffic for detection and prevention of anomalies and well-known attacks [19]. In an NDN network, an intrusion detection and prevention system can be used to detect and prevent DDoS and content poisoning attacks as well as malicious and abnormal traffic identification [20].

The existing cloud-based IDPS solutions suffer from privacy violation, high communication overhead caused by transiting the suspicious traffic to the distant cloud, and their off-premise placement [2, 21]. To address these limitations, an IDPS service should be deployed at the network’s edge, closer to the attacks’ sources, to process the low-volume local traffic compared to the high-volume traffic that will be aggregated in the core. Such a deployment also protects the network’s core from malicious traffic and reduces the uplink bandwidth of the Eyeball ISPs, which results in lower transit cost. Potential tenants of an IDPS service are Internet Service Providers (ISPs), enterprise networks, and content providers, which are in need of protecting their networks.

Access Control Enforcement (ACE). In today’s Internet, major content providers such as Netflix employ cloud-based access control, where users authenticate themselves to the authentication server deployed at the distant cloud to get the service from the provider. However, such an access control delegation introduces path stretch and additional latency. While this is a bearable degradation in users’ QoE for the traditional applications, the new breed of applications, such as augmented reality/virtual reality, autonomous driving, and live video analytics have more stringent latency requirements. Such expectations call for the deployment of the access control enforcement in the vicinity of the data, computation, and user–the network edge. Delegating access control enforcement to the MEC improves data and service availability as well as reducing the communication latency, which subsequently improves the expected users’ QoE. Moreover, an edge-based ACE service can help reduce the impacts of DDoS attacks at the edge by preventing unauthorized traffic from entering the network’s core.

An NDN-based ACE mechanism, to be viable for edge deployment, should effectively prevent unauthorized access to the data, avoid per-request interaction with the providers, incur minimal computation on the MEC servers, and allow user mobility. Among the existing data-centric ACE frameworks, the closest to our vision are the proposed approaches in [22, 23], in which the authentication and authorization tasks have been delegation to trusted edge routers. However, further exploration is needed to design a full-fledged ACE framework to consider authentication delegation to untrusted MEC infrastructure with secure accountability. Deployment of such an ACE service at MEC can serve a wide range of tenants from multimedia providers, such as Netflix and YouTube, to enterprise and IoT networks.

Communication Anonymization (CA). In today’s TCP/IP networks, to provide communication anonymity and bypassing censorship, users securely tunnel their traffic to the trusted proxies or anonymization networks (e.g., Tor), which are placed outside the censoring domain. However, the use of IP addresses for routing and forwarding allows the powerful filtering authorities to backtrace traffic to their sources–user linkability–even when leveraging robust anonymization tools [24]. The NDN’s stateful forwarding plane, however, solves the TCP/IP’s linkability problem by eliminating the need for IP addresses in the communication. Thus, the majority of data-centric anonymization frameworks focused on evading name-based traffic filtering by adopting proxy-based secure tunneling [25, 26].
Figure 2: An edge-centric multi-tenant and stakeholder SE-CaaS architecture.

For a truly unlinkable and secure edge-based CA service, the anonymizing proxies should be deployed across multiple MEC servers (preferably belonging to different stakeholders). Optimizing the proxy placement helps to minimize communication overhead and maximizing users’ privacy. Anonymization service deployment at the edge can serve tenants, such as users in need of private communication, critical cyber-physical infrastructure, and businesses protecting their intellectual properties.

5 DATA-CENTRIC SECaaS ARCHITECTURE: DESIGN, DEPLOYMENT, AND CHALLENGES

5.1 SECaaS Architecture Overview

In our envisioned data-centric SECaaS design (illustrated in Figure 2), multiple stakeholders, such as Google, Amazon, and IBM place their MEC infrastructure at the edge of Eyeball ISPs to deliver security services to a diverse range of tenants like content providers, IoT networks, and smart homes. Within an Eyeball ISP, each stakeholder is connected to (i) its cloud provider via high bandwidth links, and (ii) other stakeholders. We assume that security services are consistent across all stakeholders to promote intra-stakeholder service handover for the mobile tenant moving across multiple domains and ISPs as well as inter-stakeholder collaborations. The Eyeball and content ISPs (those ISPs that serve content providers, such as Akamai and Youtube) are connected via transit ISPs (e.g., Vodafone and Easynet).

For service registration, a tenant obtains the service catalog including service description, service level agreement (SLA), and QoS guarantees from all the available stakeholders. Despite service consistency, factors such as stakeholders’ SLAs, QoS guarantees, and service fees may affect the tenants’ decisions. Upon stakeholder selection, the tenant’s service information (e.g., capacity, SLA, and service fee) will be stored at the stakeholder’s edge and cloud infrastructure for seamless service connectivity across multiple domains. In the case of inter-stakeholder collaborations, such information will be shared with the peering stakeholders.

Once the tenant’s service registration is confirmed, the tenant’s Eyeball ISP should route the tenants’ traffic to the corresponding MEC infrastructure. In our design, this is achieved by utilizing the content naming and name-based routing of the ISPs’ data-centric communication model [7]—one of the major advantages of the NDN architecture compared to the existing TCP/IP model. Each service includes a lightweight counterpart application that runs on the tenant side. Such a counterpart application—analogous to the existing client-side media players—facilitates service utilization by integrating service information (e.g., stakeholder and service IDs) into tenants’ traffic. For Direct services (those that their tenants are the actual service users, such as CA service), the tenant’s application explicitly modify the tenants’ requests. For instance, the counterpart application for Amazon’s CA service running on the tenant’s host will transform the request name of a data chunk from “/YouTube/music/jazz/ch_1” to “/AWS/CA/fLwlhmlXYU/”. The transformed name indicates the stakeholder, requested service, and the encrypted content name, respectively, to augment tenant’s anonymity and packet forwarding to the CA service deployed at the AWS MEC. As for Indirect services (those that their tenants register the services for their subscribers, such as Netflix registering an ACE service for its subscribers’ authentication) the tenants either use the counterpart applications to onboard their subscribers or delegate this task to MEC.

5.2 Security Service Development and Deployment

We use microservice architecture in developing the SECaaS services, which is in line with the premise of Network Function Virtualization (NFV)—decoupling network services from the proprietary hardware appliances to facilitate service deployment, provisioning, placement, and utilization [27] while significantly reducing operating expenses (OPEX) and capital expenses (CAPEX). It has been shown that deployment of virtualized network functions (VNFs) at the edge improves scalability via edge analytic, reduces the response time, and augments user and data privacy [28, 29].

We envision the advantages of implementing security VNFs as collections of microservices to be twofold. First, the majority of security VNFs share similar building blocks (microservices), such as signature verification, (a)symmetric cipher, and cryptographic hashing, which can be used to promote agile service development via microservice chaining. Second, microservicing these building blocks promotes assets re-usability in developing various services, which subsequently reduces the service provisioning complexity.

5.3 Secure Accountability of the MEC

Despite MEC benefits, such a distributed ecosystem includes trusted and partially trusted entities performing computation tasks for the deployed applications, implying the coexistence of malicious, compromised, and trusted entities [2]. Thus, giving rise to a major concern—how to trust the results of the offloaded task (service) to the third-party or the integrity of data stored, in the presence of compromised infrastructure. This calls for an accountable and trustworthy computation offloading framework to keep the MEC infrastructure accountable.

We envision an edge-driven cooperative auditing framework, in which MEC servers voluntarily audit each other. The auditing server (i.e., verifier) offloads a task, with known correct result, to a peering server (i.e., prover). On receiving the task’s result, the verifier validates its correctness and reports the prover if the result is incorrect. This framework will be accompanied by a reputation system to update the MEC servers’ reputations based on their audit histories. These reputation scores will be utilized to adjust the frequency of the auditing process, the peer selection, and further prevent service offloading to the disreputable entities.
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5.4 Open Challenges

Trust Relationships. The trust between the tenants and stakeholders allow the tenants of Indirect services to trust stakeholders with their subscribers’ information, access pattern, and service consumption. The challenge is for the stakeholders to guarantee that such information is treated privately without being disclosed to competitors; how to keep stakeholders accountable for such information usage? Another concern is, how do stakeholders provide accounting information for tenants like Netflix that lose track of their subscribers’ preferences and service utilization due to in-network processing and caching.

Optimal Microservice Chaining. Service function chaining allows for fast and efficient service development. However, it is challenging to achieve optimal microservice chaining while satisfying the expected throughput and latency demands of the applications. From the security standpoint, chaining increases the attack surface caused by interactions among microservices. Thus, a fundamental challenge faced by the community is the design and implementation of secure APIs that can provide an isolated and secure edge environment for microservices inter-process communication.

Algorithmic and Data. Edge computing and microservice technologies have enabled new data and algorithmic approaches to be applied to the deployment and operations of telecommunications networks. For example, how do we design network mechanisms to ensure that data-driven network solutions, such as learning-based routing or transport are compliant with confidentiality, integrity and availability metrics, in combination with performance constraints such as bandwidth pricing, latency, or resilience?

Network Virtualization and Interoperability. Network function virtualization and software-defined networking technologies have enabled new types of network monitoring and surveillance techniques to predict and rapidly adapt to network events such as congestion, node failures, and detection or isolation of security threats. Bringing those services at the edge is challenging. How do we securely stitch slices across different domain or providers without releasing sensitive information? As it is hard to secure or ensure adoption of secure BGP solutions, we predict that it will be challenging to design inter-provider microservice solutions that span different federated service or infrastructure providers.

System and Performance. Edge computing and microservice technologies present significant opportunities but also new operational and security challenges for network operators. The difficulties of specifying and integrating these new systems were foreseen but have not yet been fully solved. How do we deliver deterministic performance, security, and reliability as technologies and markets change, and regulations evolve in different jurisdictions?

6 EVALUATION

We implemented six fundamental security microservices, using Python’s cryptography library version 2.7, including digital signature and verification (Ed25519), symmetric encryption and decryption (AES256 in GCM mode), asymmetric encryption and decryption (RSA4096). Initially, we unit test the microservices to benchmark their performance in two settings: execution on the host machine and inside a Docker container (version 18.09). We use a server-class machine (Intel Core-i7, 4.0 GHz processor), a laptop (Intel Core-i7, 2.4 GHz processor) with both running Ubuntu 19.04, and a Raspberry Pi-3 running Raspbian. As shown in Table 1, the majority of microservices show similar performance on the container and bare-metal except for AES microservices—AES running in the container (both laptop and server) resulted in lower performance when compared with the bare-metal execution. One possibility for this discrepancy is the CPU acceleration that Advanced Encryption Standard Instruction Set (AES-NI) provides for AES operations running on Intel processors. In Raspberry Pi-3 experiments, a few containerized microservices outperforming their bare-metal executions. We believe this is due to containers running Ubuntu, which is more optimized, compared to Raspbian running for Pi’s bare-metal.

![Figure 3: Anonymization service evaluation setup.](image-url)

We also implemented a proof of concept anonymization service, similar to [25], by chaining signature verification (SV), symmetric decryption (SD), and NDN’s forwarding daemon (NFD) microservices to enable data-centric communication (Figure 3). The NFD microservice processes the requests and dispatches them to the SV and SD microservices. To evaluate our application’s performance, we experimented its resource utilization when: (i) a legitimate user anonymously requesting data with valid signature; and (ii) a malicious user requesting data with invalid signatures to orchestrate a DDoS attack on the edge’s resources.

The user anonymously requests data by eliciting eight requests per second. The edge server uses the SV and SD microservices to...
verify the user’s signature on the request and decrypt the requested name if the signature is valid. If the SV microservice fails, the edge server drops the request without passing it to the SD microservice. As shown in Figure 4(a), the SV and SD microservices utilize roughly 1% of the CPU time when the edge server is processing the legitimate traffic. However, when the application processes the malicious traffic (Figure 4(b)), the SD microservice does not utilize the CPU since the SV microservice discards the malicious traffic. This result demonstrates the capability of our application in protecting the edge’s resources when the server is under attack.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The infirmity of the contemporary security measures in coping with the evolving attack surface calls for the design of advanced security services. A viable solution is virtualization and deployment of novel defense mechanisms at the network edge for serving a diverse set of tenants. In this paper, we proposed a SECaaS framework for security service deployment at the edge of data-centric Eyeball ISPs. We envision agile and economical service development and provisioning by utilizing virtualization technologies, such as microservicing and service chaining. In the future, we plan to build a prototype of the IDPS and access control enforcement services with dynamic service orchestration.
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